How To Find Course Reserves:

1. Go to library.cornell.edu and find the “Course Help” search box (below the main search box). Enter your course’s name, number, or instructor and press “Search”.
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Find your item in the search results listing. This page will tell you:
- Which library’s reserve shelf is holding the item.
- Whether the item is currently available.
- The item’s call number.

**NOTE:** e-reserve items will be listed under the heading “Electronic Reserves.” Click an item’s title to continue to Blackboard and view it in your web browser.

2. Find your item in the search results listing. This page will tell you:
   - Which library’s reserve shelf is holding the item.
   - Whether the item is currently available.
   - The item’s call number.

**NOTE:** e-reserve items will be listed under the heading “Electronic Reserves.” Click an item’s title to continue to Blackboard and view it in your web browser.

3. Record your call number(s) below and go to the circulation desk. A staff member will retrieve reserve items for you.

Reserves must be returned to the loaning library
No phone or on-line renewals